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Yards Of Robots a Success

I
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had a great time at Yards Of Robots
last month. Partly because my robot
CBE-1 was lucky enough to take first
place in the line-following contest. and
partly because I got a chance to see some
neat machines and meet some great
people.
Marvin Green and his wife, Coreen,
drove up from Portland so Marvin could
run his robot, Zippy, in the linefollowing matches. Zippy uses a New
Micros 68hcll single-board computer
talking Forth (good choice of languages,
that!). Marvin modified some RC servos
so they r.m li.1<:e real motors, instead of
from stop to stop. The result is a smooth,
quiet robot that did an excellent job
finding its way through the line maze.

CBE-1 was fortunate to beat Zippy by a
margin of only four seconds.
Marvin and I spent some time
comparing our designs. He used three IR
sensors to find the line, where I used
three cadmium sulfide photocells. His
sensor circuitry converted the IR signals
into digital data (Os or ls), while my
design used the 68hcl 1's AID converters
to read the photocells• resistances
directly.
The differences showed up during
the final match. He had to manually
calibrate the threshold point on his IR
circuitry so he could reliably detecnhe
line, while CBE-1 's software did an
automatic 120 degree sweep on powerup and self-calibrated its sensors.

Time to Shift into 2nd G.E.A.R.

L

Q

ast July we did something called
G.E.A.R. which stands for "Great
Escape And Retreat", the Seattle
Robotics Society first-annualtraditional-high-tech-in-the-woods
campout. Well, it's that time again, folks.
Pack your robots and tents and lay in
provisions, it's time to head for the
woods, my friends, it's time for 2nd
G.E.A.R.!
2nd G .E.A.R. will be held the
weekend of August 21, 22, 23 at South
Whidbey Island State Park, Washington,
U.S.A.
2nd G .E.A.R. is free, except for
camping fees, about $9 US per night.
Camping sites are first come, first serve
and sites will fill up pretty quickly after

2 p.m. on Friday the 21st, so I
recommend you get there before noon.
To be really sure of getting a site, you
should consider getting your site on
Thursday the 20th. That's what several
of us are doing. Sorry, we can't reserve
sites for other people. You must either be
there in person or have someone else put
the campsite in their name. The
important thing is that campsites cannot
be reserved for people not present, so it
has to be in the name of someone who is

by Karl Lunt

Zippy carried its IR sensor well to the
front of its frame, causing it to do less
"crabbing" back and forth as it followed
the line. CBE-1, however, had the
sensors mounted well back toward the
center and wasted too much time
scuttling to and fro during the maze run.
Next design iteration, I will move the
sensors more forward to cut down on the
extra travel.
Marvin mounted Zippy's three IR
sensors in a straight line across the front
axle, perpendicular to the direction of
travel. He also wrote his software so that
Zippy only worried about keeping the
maze line between the right and left
sensors. This helped reduce Zippy's
Please see YOR on p. 3

by Bob Nansel

there. Any adult can pay for a single
campsite, so if you anticipate not being
able to make it by Friday noon, you
should get someone who will be there
Friday morning to rent a
spot. In this situation it
would be a good idea
Please see GEAR on p . 6
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Tweaking the Leapfrog

W

hy aren't more people building
robots? Robots and other forms
of artificial life are the cutting edge of
technology. This land has brought forth
pioneers like Steve Wozniak, Henry
Ford, Robert Goddard, Orville and
Wilbur Wright, Robert Noyce, Grace
Hopper; Sally Ride and Amelia Earhardt.
With examples like these you'd think
any American with a whitt of technical
ability would be building a robot. When
its time to railroad, people railroad,
right? It's time to robot. Why aren't we
roboting?
Robots are difficult to build, but it
doesn't have to be that way. Take the
field of RC modeling, for instance. RC
model airplane builders routinely deal
with servomechanical ~st~~ four or

Robots and other
forms of artificial life
are the cutting edge
of technology
more degrees of freedom. RC
helicopters are much more complicated
than the fanciest amateur robot ever
built, yet thousands of enthusiasts have
built helicopters, while only a handful of
robot builders ever get beyond the
automated turtle stage.
The Radio Control industry didn't
come about over night, though. It took
three decades of hard work before an
ordinary person could buy reliable RC
hardware. The handful of dedicated
hobbyists who demonstrated RC control
in the thirties were true believers. They
worked with incredibly crude
equipment, but they got results. Most of
them used their knowledge in military
laboratories during WWII, but even after

the war, it took another twenty years to
get everything right.
The priciples of RC were well
established, but without large budgets
the RC hobbyists had to rely on
tweaking off the shelf technology. The
RC industry that boomed in the sixties
was a direct result of those twenty years
of tweaking. Hobbyists led and industry
followed.
This isn't the usual pattern in
America, today. Americans tend to
develop entirely new technologies
before older technologies are fully
mature. In our drive to leapfrog the
current generation, we develop more
technologies than we will ever use.
The Japanese, however, go for
incremental improvements in existing ~
technologies. They take less risk and
have to content themselves with slightly
lower returns, but they get the job done.
Should America favor incremental
over leapfrog? Hardly. While the old
charge that the Japanese are just
copycats with no creativity isn't true,
many of the key technologies the
Japanese prosper with today were
leapfrog inventions of America
yesterday. If we stopped leapfrogging,
the Japanese would have to do it to keep
their technological wells primed.
We need a better balance of leapfrog
and incremental. where we to spend as
much time improving the already
developed technologies as we do
creating the new.
As robot designers we can achieve
this by choosing to maintain a minimum
fraction of older technology parts
(preferably American) in our designs.
Instead of going with 90% new, we
should strive for, say, 30% new and 70%
old. Further, the effort we expend on
each portion sould be evenly divided.
Rather than spend 90% of our time

working the bugs out of exotic new
technology with scarcely a thought to the
old reliable stuff, we should spend more
nearly half our time tweaking old
reliable.
The success of a robot depends
much more on low tech things like
connectors, power supplies, cables,
switches, gearheads and wheels, than on
neural networks , DSP chips, frame
grabbers, inference engines and laser
gyroscopes.
In robotics, the Japanese continue to
demonstrate the power of tweaking the
old. Robot Sumo Wrestling is popular in
Japan because the Sumo bout represents
a problem that low tech robots can
readily solve. With Sumo, they've
chosen a problem that low-cost

With Sumo, they've
chosen a problem
that low-cost MPUs
can handle
microcontrollers can handle. The reward
they reap is hundreds of robots that
work.
We have the chance to take Robot
Sumo Wrestling and make it our own.
With a mix of Yankee leapfrogging and
Pacific Rim incrementalism we will
define the sport, make it popular worldwide. If you've not been able to discern
where your gold will come from, look
now; Robot Sumo Wrestling could be
the motherlode.
Like RC modelers, robot builders
must lead the way. There isn't a hobbyist
robotics market today, but millions of
hobby robots are yet to be. Until then,
keeping on tweakin'.
The Editor
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Eclectic Engineering
Fuzzy Logic
Many people will tell you that the
future is uncertain, but one thing I'd be
willing to bet on, it will be fuzzy.
Fuzzy logic first came to the notice
of scientists and engineers in a paper
written in 1965 by Lotfi A. Zadeh, a
professor at the University of California
at Berkeley. What he proposed was the
concept of linguistic variables -- like the
values "slow" or "very-fast" for the
variable "speed". Combining this with a
fuzzy IF-TIIBN-ELSE rule would allow:

IF "target-distance" is "far-away" TIIBN
"speed" is "very-fast" ELSE IF "targetdistance" is "near" TIIBN "speed" is
"medium" ELSE IF...
The traditional approach to control
is to use a proportional, integral, and
differential (PIO) controller. A PID
controller models the system being
controlled, which for a robot in a varying
environment can be a formidable (if not
near-impossible) task. The fuzzy
controller, on the other hand, models a
hypothetical operator's behavior -- the

by Mike Tarrant

thinking processes a person would use to
control the system. Before you get the
idea that fuzzy logic is not precise, or is
less accurate then traditional methods,
fuzzy controllers typically exhibit less
error then PID controllers. And the math
required to evaluate the fuzzy rules is
simpler than the calculations in a PID
controller.
Fuzzy logic can be implemented in
hardware or software. I suspect that
most robot experimenters will use
software. Code to implement a fuzzy
Please see Eclectic on p. 4

YOR continuedfromp. J

Q crabbing, as he didn't search for the line

Q

until he had actually strayed well off
course.
I, on the other hand, used a Vshaped arrangement, placing a right- and
left-sensor more toward the front caster
and leaving the center sensor toward the
bat's center point. Also, CBE-1
considered himself off course when the
center sensor was not directly over the
maze line. This contributed to excessive
searching.
An interesting contrast of our two
designs appears when you change the
maze rules slightly. The YOR line maze
had no intersections in it, so it wasn't
really a maze. However, Marvin, Lance,
and I all tried running our 'bots on a line
maze that did contain intersections, just
for grins. CBE-1 had no problems with
the intersections, correctly choosing the
straight-ahead path each time. Zippy,
however, kept getting fooled by the
branching path.
Marvin assured me that modifying
Zippy to run a line maze with
intersections would be no problem. I
think SRS should seriously consider

running a line maze that truly is a maze.
Line-followers are much asier to design
and build than 'bots for
ning our big
maze. The maze is far sier to setup,
maintain, and take do n. (It is also
easier to store!)
When we first sta ted planning
YOR, Lance explaine his idea of
running the line maze a a piece of
taped-down butcher pape , using a 1/4inch wide felt marker fo drawing the
line. He maintained tha it would be
simple, cheap, and wo kable; I was
skeptical about the third ne, but Lance
was right all along.
hope SRS
continues with and exp ds upon this
idea. Good job, Lance!
I have started workin on a series of
articles for Nuts and Vol magazine on
amatuer robotics. The firs deadline is 31
August 1992, for publica on in October.
I want to take the reade through the
different problems in designing a linefollowing robot similar to CBE-1.
Rather than ask people to learn
Forth, or to use my Robo-Forth system, I
opted instead to build this 'bot around an
8051 single-board computer, using

BASIC compiled ou a.EC. The.resulting
code is then burned into EPROM and
installed on the SBC.
I ordered my 8051 board from
Suncoast Technologies, thanks to an ad
that Randy Carter brought in to the July
meeting. The board needs a little bit of
work (adding a 28-pin socket for
external RAM), but it only costs $27 .00
in kit form. The BASIC compiler runs
another $7.00. A bargain by any
measure, and a great way to start your
latest 'botdesign. Watch this space (and
Nuts and Volts) for more details.
Sun.coast Techrwlogies
P.O. Box 5835
Spring Hill, FL34606
(904) 596-7599
(Note: They don't take credit
cards; check or money-order only.
I
Expect two weeks delay for checks
to clear).
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inference engine using the Motorola
68HC11 or 68HC05 processor is
available on the Moto FREEWARE BBS
(512-891-3733). They also have a
program to help you develop the fuzzy
knowledge base (a collection of fuzzy
rules) in a form the fuzzy inference
engine can use. Authors of one paper I
read used BASIC to develop their
software (take note 8051 fans, and keep
an eye on Karl Lunt's columns too for
8051/BASIC ideas).
Speed-crazed developers who need
to evaluate 30 million rules per second
will want to request the NLX230 Fuzzy
Microcontroller (tm) data sheet from
American NeuraLogix (411 Central Park
Drive , Stanford, FL 32771
407-322-5608). Also available are the

NLXll0 Fuzzy Pattern Comparator and
the NLX112 Fuzzy Data Correlator.
As for good books on fuzzy logic, I
can't help you there, yet. Someone must
have a fuzzy term paper or dissertation
in-process at the U of W, because the
reference books I'm trying to get ahold
of are checked out until the end-of-themonth. I'll list some references in future
columns.

Cross Assemblers
While flipping through the
Aug./Sept. 1992 Circuit Cellar Ink, I
noticed that the TASM cross assembler
now supports not only the TMS32010
Texas Instruments DSP chip, but the
TMS320C25 also. (A quick check of an
older CCI showed that it has for awhile,

Spontaneous
by Lance Keizer

T

he more sophisticated the robots
we build, the more we need tools
specific to the task. For serious robotics
we need diagnostic hardware and
software meant for robotics.
For example, a robot base
dynamometer would be handy for
testing robot drive systems. Such a
dynamometer could simulate loads and
inclines for testing endurance, amperage
requirements and battery life. Adjusting
tracking speed for straight-line travel
would be a snap with a dynamometer.
Along those lines, a convenient
means for testing wheel encoders would
be a winner.
Sensor systems can benefit from

specialized tools, too. To get the most
out of range-finders (be they ultrasonic
or IR), we could use calibration
standards for different wall materials.
A regulated multiple output power
supply is essential, as are logic probes,
pulse generators, oscilloscope and a PC.
Add to these standard tools patch cords
and adaptors tailored for robotics.
IR viewing scopes are useful for
seeing IR beam patterns as well as
locating hot components.
Put all of these ideas together and
we have a decent robot test center. Not
everbody needs every tool, but those that
have them can provide valuable service.
Brainstorm.

so I guess I'm going to have to start
brewing the coffee a bit stronger...) Why
the infatuation with the Issaquah cross
assembler and DSP chips? Let's just
leave it a bit fuzzy for now...
(That same issue of CCI has articles
on DSP applications and the transfer
film used to make printed circuited
boards with a copier or laser printer.
Interesting stuff.)

Hazardous Waste
Grabbing onto that brief transition,
I'll finish up with a warning about
etching printed circuit boards, and what
to do with the used chemicals.
You saw the PCB fabrication demo
given by Bob Nansel at YOR '92, and
realized how easy it is, so you're ready
to start making your own boards, right?
Well, I recommend you do some
planning beforehand. Even though the
container may state that it is safe to
dump used etchant (!own _the drain
(usually via the toilet) -- DON'T! In
Seattle, solid waste is processed and
composted so it can be used as fertilizer.
You'll be adding "heavy metals" to the
waste stream, creating problems
elsewhere. Instead, take the used etchant
to the South Transfer Station in a
container clearly marked with the
contents. Let them know that it was
from household/hobbyist use, not
business use. You can also drop it off
with the "Wastemobile" when it makes a
stop at your neighborhood. If you have
questions, call the Household Hazardous
Wastes Line at 296-4692. They weren't
really sure what I was talking about
initially, but after talking to a few
people, I got the information I'm passing
along here.
Last of all, store all hazardous/toxic
chemicals in safe containers away from
the reach of children, preferably in a
locked cabinet. Like Bob did, use
protective eyeware and clothing while
using them. Don't risk your health, or
the health of others, with shortcuts or
mistakes.
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State of the Art Robots

by Frank Jenkins

University and NASA Research Robots Lead the Way

I

n order to predict where
development of mobile robotics
may be going, we must understand
where the technology is today. This
article will review the general state-ofthe-art in the academic and research
institutions.

It is important to recognize that
much of the advanced work on robotics
is very theoretical. A lot of the research

A lot of mobile
robotics research is
done using computer
O simulations that
tend to ignore the
harsh realities of the
real world
is done using computer simulations, that
tend to ignore the harsh realities of the
real world. Nevertheless, simulations
often allow researchers
quickly test
and refine ideas that are later
implemented and tested in hardware.
Secondly, the costs of some of the
advanced hardware is far beyond the
budget of the amateur robot builder.
Research mobile robots typically start
with some commercially available
mobile platform, such as a Cybermotion,
TRC, Denning or RWI. To this base are
I
added cameras, sonar rings, specialized
processors, etc., resulting in total costs
well into the 5-digit rang . However,
1
once developed and refined, many of the
ideas and algorithms can be applied on a
lesser scale using lower-cost hardware.
In the fields of robot behavior and

td

Q

planning, there is still a good deal of
scholarly discussion (and spirited
arguments) between the new-wave
followers of Rodney Brooks'
Subsumption Architecture, who claim
that robots should operate using a
hierarchy of "instincts", and the
traditionalists who favor map-making,
world-modelling and planning. Brooks'
"insect" robots are undeniably
impressive to watch in action, but many
researchers question how "smart" the
robots can eventually become. A few
individuals are working on ideas to
combine the two approaches.
At this time, research in the areas of
mobile robot vision seem to . be
concentrated on how to navigate around
buildings with long corridors having
conveniently-placed door frames and
nice overhead lights. The vision systems
and their associated processors typically
are very expensive ($10K and up).
There is limited research on simpler and
cheaper systems and the preliminary
results are encouraging, but much work
remains to be done. Some interesting
and promising research uses "structured
light" to determine the shape and
distance of nearby obstacles. Most
robots that move outdoors, or in other
unstructured environments, use laser
rangefinders which are even more
expensive than camera systems.
At the IBM TJ. Watson Research
Center, Jonathan Connell, of soda-can
"collection machine" fame, is working
on what he calls the "SSS" (SymbolicSubsumption-Servo) architecture, which
attempts to integrate high-level symbolic
planning with Brooks' Subsumption
Architecture. If anyone has the
credentials to pull this off, Jon does. His
robot, ''TJ" is only about a foot tall and

has only a few Polaroid and I/R sensors,
yet is able to move through and map a
cluttered office environment at almost
2mph. Low level processing is done on
board but the symbolic processing is
done via radio-link on a more powerful
computer.
At MIT, Rod Brooks' current star
student Maja Mataric is carrying the
"insect" paradigm one step further.
Maja uses twenty (!) identical small
robots (the "Nerd Herd") to evaluate the
application of the Subsumption
Architecture to a colony of robots. Each
robot is built on a small toy car base, has
a 68HC11 processor, a radio link for
triangular position determination, 6 I/R
proximity sensors, some bump sensors
and a V-shaped gripper at the front The
intent is to have the robots cooperate to
move some small pucks around while
not getting in each other's way.

Maja uses twenty
identical robots (the
"Nerd Herd ") to
evaluate application
of the Subsumption
Architecture to a
colony of robots
The prize for the most whimsical, yet
practical robot goes to Billur Barshan at
the Universy of Oxford in the U.K. She
has designed "Robat", which is a small
triangular robot with a single ultrasonic
speaker (mouth) flanked by two
ultrasonic recievers (ears). A second
Please see Art onp. 6
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Art continued from p. 5
small robot (appropriately named
"Moth") moves around Robat in a
random pattern. When Moth moves into
the field-of-view of Robat's transducers,
Robat then attempts to chase and
"capture" Moth. The two sonar
recievers use some clever processing to
measure distances to within a small
fraction of an inch. This allows Robat to
triangulate on a target 3 or more feet
away even though the receivers are only
a few inches apart.
Some of the most interesting work
on ultrasonic sensors has been done by
Johann Borenstein at University of
Michigan over the last several years. He
has developed a robust new method of
firing and interpreting sonar pulses at a
rate several times faster than many
thought possible. Using this rapid-fire
technique, his robot with 8 Polaroid
sensors was able to traverse through an

field of hard-to-detect obstacles at more
than 2mph, even though a nearby robot
was generating ultrasonic noise by firing
its transducers 150 times a second.
Sonar processing was done as an
interrupt-driven background task on the

the Mars Rover is relevant to amateur
roboticists; Strict NASA guidelines
restrict JPL to using low-powered
processors and simple sensors. A team
at JPL has built "Rocky III" which uses
their ingenious 6-wheel "rocker-bogie"
suspension system. It is controlled by a
Moto 6800 with lOK of memory. Its
only sensors are wheel encoders, a
compass, simple bumpers,
inclinometers, wheel-position switches
and a homing-beacon detector. A
retractable scoop in front is designed to
get soil samples which are then returned
to the lander for processing. In field
tests, Rocky III climbs over any rocks
and ledges smaller than its wheel
diameter, and sucessfully maneuvers
around larger obstacles. JPL's work
shows that through clever design, useful
robots CAN be made without exotic
technology.

JPL's work shows
th at through clever
design useful robots
can be made without
exotic technology
robot's 80386-20 computer. If this work
can be verified and developed, ultrasonic
sensors may finally lose their flakey
reputation.
Jet Propulsion Labs's research on

'
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to provide the person renting the site
Pineapple Upsidedown cake, or . ~
• Whidbey Island State Park. It will be
with at least a portion of your camping
Bob and Karen 's Apple Cobbler, or
on your left.
gear so they can set up the semblance of
Eleanor's Nanaimo bars (to die ~
Some tips on what to bring. First, if
a camp.
for), or Steve's ...whatever that "l':
"-·0.:.1~..,.~
you plan on sitting around a crackling
Activities? First up is the Barbarian
was that Steve made...
~~ti,i,,-lfli'!llallf campfire, I suggest you bring your
Potluck Barbeque on Friday night.
How do you get there? Take
-~
own seasoned wood; the firewood
Practise your cave-person eating sounds,
the Mukilteo ferry to Clinton (see ferry
they sell in the park is so wet it sizzles
but be discrete if you intend to eat raw
schedule on p. 7). To get to the ferry,
when you try to bum it. Second, bring a
meat. The meal starts promptly at 6:00 ,. first take exit 526 from 15, go past
sweater and a coat; the days will likely
p.m. (plus or minus an hour depending E ~ Boeing, tum right at highway 525. Go
be hot, but it gets dang chilly at night.
on how hungry the Barbarians are).
all the way to the bottom of the hill
Third, if you want to use the shower
On Saturday night we'll have a
where you will find the line of
facilities, be sure to remember to bring
repeav of last year's wildly
-~,f,,,
cars waiting to get on the ferry.
lots of change. And a can opener. Never
popular Black Tie Formal
Once on Whidbey (about a
forget a can opener. Let's see... matches,
Barbeque (bow ties recom- •
twenty minute crossing),
a propane soldering iron, an inverter to
mended for those doing the
continue on 525 to Freeland.
power the oscilloscope, computer, the
cooking). This is a higher class ,
Just west of Freeland turn left
battery charger....
What could be better? Robots and
on Bush Point Road. Folow
version of the Barbarian
trees
and fresh air... See you there!
this until it changes it's name
Barbeque and a chance to
to Smuggler's cove road after
show off your campfire
a
few miles, then a few miles
cuisine skills. See if you can
more until you get to South
top Karl's Smokey Joe

~~!li!~J
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Mukilteo/Clinton
ferry schedule

,~

5:05
5:30
6:00
6:25
6:50
7:15

4:40
5:05
5:30
6:00
6:25
6:50

••
•
•

••
•

7:40
8:05
8:30
9:00
9:30
9:55

10:20
10:45
11:10
11 :35
12:00

Leave Mukilteo
3:00
12:30
3:35
1:00
3:55
1:30
4:30
2:00
4:55
2:30

7:15
7:40
8:05
8:30
9:00

9:25
9:55
10:20
10:45
11:10

Leave Clinton
2:00
11 :35
2:30
12:00
3:00
12:30
3:25
1:00
4:00
1:30

•

7:35
8:00
8:25
8:50
9:15

9:40
10:05
10:30
11:00
11:30 •

4:25
4:55
5:20
5:45
6:10

6:40
7:05
7:35
8:00
8:25

8:50
11:00 &
9:15 A 11:35
12:30
9:40
10:05
1:30 0
10:30

•
•

Mondays only
•
Weekends and Holidays only
&
Does not sail Sundays and Holidays

The Seattle Robotics Society was formed in 1982 to serve those interested in
learning about and building robots. We are a diverse group of professionals and
amateurs, highschool students and college professors, engineers and tinkerers.
Our passion is the creation of cybernetic creatures that challeng e the old
definitions of life, intelligence and practicality. We meet 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon
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